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On the Complexity of Gate Duplication

Ankur Srivastava, Ryan Kastner, and Majid Sarrafzadeh

Abstract—In this paper, we show that both the global and local gate du-
plication problems for delay optimization are NP-complete under certain
delay models.

Index Terms—Gate duplication, NP-completeness, required time, satisfi-
ability, VLSI.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large fan-out gates are associated with heavy capacitive loading
leading to large delay. Duplication of such gates reduces the number
of fan-outs and hence their gate delays. This can potentially reduce the
overall circuit delay. In this paper, we address the complexity issues re-
garding gate duplication for delay optimization. We believe that proofs
of NP-completeness (such as the ones we present in this paper) can give
usefull directions to algorithm designers [7].

Recently, there has been some work which addresses gate duplica-
tion in a delay optimization perspective. Reference [4] discusses a gain
based heuristic for improving the circuit delay in the technology inde-
pendent phase that has been enhanced in [1] and [3] proposes an algo-
rithm to solve the global gate duplication (G-GD) problem in the post
technology mapping phase.

In this paper, we prove both the G-GD and local gate duplication
(L-GD) problems to be intractable. In [6], Lillis provides some for-
mulations for solving this problem. He mentions the NP-completeness
of the local problem, but no formal proof is given. As mentioned be-
fore, gate duplication reduces the capacitive loading seen at the output.
Fan-out optimization by buffer insertion also strives to reduce the ca-
pacitive loading. It inserts buffers on the nets driven by the gate, hence,
reducing the loading. Although the objective of both the strategies is
similar, the methodology used to achieve this objective is different.
Hence, these two problems are essentially different. As we show later,
complexity results of one do not imply a similar complexity of the other.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an
insight into the delay models and the problem of gate duplication. Sec-
tion III contains the proof for NP-completeness of the G-GD problem.
Section IV shows that even the L-GD problem is NP-complete. Sec-
tion V contains some observations and conclusion.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Delay Models

Given a single output gateg, let �(i; g) denote delay from an input
pin i of the gateg to the output ofg. The loadCg denotes the cumula-
tive capacitance seen at the output ofg. It is the sum of the individual
input pin capacitancesp for all fan-outsp of g [9]. A commonly used
delay model for gate level circuits is the load-dependent delay model
(LDDM). The delay in the gateg is given by

�(i; g) = �i;g + �i;gcg (1)

where
cg load capacitance at the output of the gateg;
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�i;g intrinsic delay fromi to output ofg;
�i;g drive capability or load coefficient of the path fromi to the

output ofg.
Let r(g) denote the required time at the output of a gateg. The

following equation illustrates the method of computingr(g) if the re-
quired times of the fan-outs ofg are available:

r(g) = min
x2FO(g)

fr(x)� �g;x � �g;xcxg: (2)

B. Gate Duplication Problem

Gate duplication can be used for delay optimization. The idea is illus-
trated with the following example. We use the LDDM in this example.

Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 1(a) in which the parameters� �

and along with the required times at the gate outputs have been in-
dicated. The subscripti has been omitted as all the gates have just
one input pin. We will show that the delay through this circuit can
be improved by duplicating some gates. In the unduplicated case [see
Fig. 1(a)], the capacitive loadingCD = 5+5+5andCE = 0:1. Hence,
the required time at the input ofE can be calculated to be�15:1. When
D is duplicated [see Fig. 1(b)], the capacitive loadingCD = 5+5 and
CE = 0:2. Hence, the new required time at the input ofE becomes
�10.2. Gate duplication was hence instrumental in improvement of cir-
cuit delay.

III. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION BY GATE DUPLICATION

In this section, the G-GD problem is proved NP-complete. The
next section proves a similar result for the L-GD problem. Although
the proof of NP-completeness of the L-GD problem implies the
intractability of the G-GD problem, the proof for G-GD problem is
still important. It illustrates that even if the L-GD problem can be
solved optimally by exponential enumeration or by using some pseu-
dopolynomial algorithms [6], the G-GD problem is still NP-complete.
Moreover, it shows the NP-completeness of the G-GD problem, which
is a much stronger result than pure intractability (as implied by the
proof of the L-GD problem). The G-GD problem can be defined as
follows:

1) given a network� consisting of primary inputs (PIs), primary
outputs (POs), internal gates, and nets;

2) given all delay parameters�, �, and;
3) given the required time at the POs;
4) find a duplication strategy that maximizes the minimum required

time at the input pin of the PIs.
We assume that the PIs and outputs cannot be duplicated. We also

assume that we make only two and not multiple copies of a gate. All
wire capacitances and delays are considered zero and the circuit has
only single output combinational gates. The G-GD problem could be
stated as follows

Instance:A combinational circuit� with PIs, POs, and gates. Given
the required times at the POs and a numberD.

Question:Does there exist a gate duplication strategy of the gates
such that the required time at the input of each PI is at leastD?

Theorem: The G-GD problem is NP-complete.
Proof: Let us first observe that this problem is in NP. Given the

circuit �, the required times at the POs, and a duplication strategy, we
can always topologically traverse from the POs to PIs and evaluate the
input required times. Then, we can check whether the input required
time constraint has been met or not. Hence, given a duplication strategy,
the decision could be made in polynomial time. Thus, the problem is
in NP.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Delay optimization by gate duplication. (a) Original circuit. (b) Circuit after duplication of D.

Fig. 2. Variable circuit assembly.

In order to prove the NP-completeness, we transform Mono3SAT to
an instance of gate duplication problem.

Mono3SAT: SetU of variablesU = x1; x2; x3; . . . ; xn and a set
C of conjunctive clausesC = C1; C2; C3; . . . ; Cm, such thatjCj j =
3 and eachCj contains only negated or only unnegated variables [5].
Is there a truth assignment to then variables that satisfiesC?

We transform Mono3SAT to the gate duplication problem. The cir-
cuit � that we construct contains two kinds of circuit assemblies: 1)
variable circuit assemblies (VCAs)n and 2) clause circuit assemblies
(CCAs)m.

Fig. 2 shows the circuit assembly for a variablexi. The subscripti
has been dropped from the gate parameters as they are the same for all
the input pins. In this assembly, we have a PO that cannot be dupli-
cated. The required time at the PO is given to be three. Using the given
parameters,rx andrx can be calculated to be one. Gatesxi andx0

i

correspond to the positive and negative phase of the variablexi. Gate
xi has as many inputs as the number of clauses in which the variable
appears as a positive phase. Similarly, gatex0

i has as many inputs as the
number of clauses in which the variable appears as a negative phase.
In the final circuit, the gatesxi andx0

i will be connected to clauses in
which the variable appears as positive and negative phase, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows the clause circuit assembly. Again, there are two kinds
of clause gates. It shows the gates that correspond to a positive and neg-
ative phase clause, respectively. In the final circuit, these clause gates
will be PIs, so they are not fit for duplication. As mentioned before,
these clause gates are the drivers of the input signals. By the definition
of Mono3SAT, we cannot have any clauses in which both positive and
negative phase variables are present.

The final circuit assembly is shown in Fig. 4. There aren POs and
m PIs. The positive and negative phase clauses are connected only
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Clause circuit assembly. (a) Positive phase clause. (b) Negative phase
clause.

to the positive and negative phase gates, respectively, of the corre-
sponding VCAs. It must be noted that each clause gate has a fan-out
of exactly three. This completes the construction of the circuit�. Let
D = �11:57 for this circuit. It is worth noting that this is a polynomial
time transformation from Mono3SAT to�.

We show that Mono3SAT is satisfiable iff there exists a duplication
strategy of the gates such that the required time constraint for all the
PIs of� can be met.

It can be observed from Fig. 2 that gateAi can be duplicated. As-
signment ofFalseto a variable corresponds to duplicating the gateAi

in the corresponding variable assembly. Similarly, aTrue assignment
corresponds to the case in which this gate is not duplicated. Fig. 5(a)
and (b) indicates this truth assignment.

The following observations can be made for the above transforma-
tion and Table I. When the truth value of a variable isTrue, then the
corresponding positive phase gate(xi) has a higher required time on
the input pin as compared toFalse. On the contrary, when the variable
is True, then the negative phase gate(x0

i) has a lower required time
thanFalse. Hence, the required time at the input pin of a gate (positive
or negative) is higher when the corresponding variable is assigned a
truth value that satisfies the clause gate connected to that gate.

Only If: In this section, we prove that if Mono3SAT is satisfiable
then there exists a duplication strategy that satisfies the required time
constraint. This implies that each clause has at least one literal that
evaluates toTrue.

Positive phase clause:Fig. 6(a) illustrates the situation in which
one of the literals of a positive phase clause isTrue. As shown in
Fig. 6(b) let us duplicate all the Xi gates that evaluate to the truth value
of False. Fig. 6(c) indicates the situation when such gates have been
duplicated. Using LDDM, the required time at the PI can be calculated
to be

r = �6:4� 0 + 5 �
3:1

3
= �11:56666: (3)

Hence, the required time constraint is met. When there are more than
one literals with truth valueTrue, then we can duplicate the gates that
haveFalseassigned to the corresponding variables and meet the re-
quired constraint.

Negative phase clause:Fig. 7(a) illustrates the situation in which
one of the literals evaluates toTrue (i.e., one of the variables has been
assigned the valueFalse). As shown in Fig. 7(b), let us duplicate those

Xi’ gates that have their corresponding variables (not the literal) as-
signed the valueTrue. Fig. 7(c) indicates the situation when such gates
have been duplicated. Again, the required time at the input of PI can be
calculated to be

r = �0:2� 11:2 + 5 �
0:1

3
= �11:56666: (4)

This meets the required time constraint. When more than one literal
has the truth value ofTrue, a similar duplication strategy can be used to
meet the required time constraint. This proves that when there is a truth
assignment to variables that satisfies Mono3SAT, there is a duplication
strategy that can meet the required time constraint in�.

If: In this section, we prove that MONO3SAT is satisfiable if there
exists a duplication strategy which meets the input pin required time
constraint.

First, we need to show that if the input pin required times of all the
clause gates are met then for all the positive phase clauses there has
to be at least one Ai gate in the corresponding VCAs, which is not
duplicated. Also in such a case, for all the negative phase clauses, there
has to be at least one Ai gate in the corresponding VCAs which is
duplicated. In order to prove this, we first show that in positive phase
clause, if all of the Ai gates (of the corresponding VCAs) are duplicated
then the constraint cannot be met. Also for negative phase clause, if
none of the Ai gates in the corresponding VCAs are duplicated, then
the constraint cannot be met.

Positive phase clause :Consider a clause with all the variables
assigned the truth valueFalse. Hence, the corresponding Ai gates are
duplicated. Only two duplication strategies are worth investigating. Ei-
ther all or none of the variable gates Xi are duplicated because, theo-
retically, there are eight possibilities (two for each of the Xi gates). The
input pin required time of all the three Xi gates is the same (since all of
the corresponding Ai gates have been duplicated). Hence, the required
time at the output of the clause gate will increase only if all the Xi gates
are duplicated. If one (or two but not all) of the Xi gates is duplicated, it
will not change the required time at the output of the clause. However,
this will definitely increase the capacitive loading seen by the clause
gate. Hence, such a solution will always be worse than the case where
none of the Xi gates are duplicated. Thus, we need to investigate only
these two cases. Clause gates cannot be duplicated as they are PIs, as
shown in Fig. 8(a). When all three are duplicated, then the required
time at the PI becomes

r = �5:4� 6 �
3:1

3
= �11:6: (5)

When none of the gates are duplicated [see Fig. 8(b)], then the re-
quired time is

r = �8:6�
3:1

3
� 3 = �11:7: (6)

Hence, none of the duplication strategies could meet the required
constraint.

Negative phase clause:Consider a clause in which none of the
Ai gates have been duplicated. Again, we need to investigate only two
duplication strategies. Either all three Xi’ gates are duplicated or none.

When none are duplicated

r = �0:4� 11:2 +
0:1

3 � 3
= �11:7 (7)
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Fig. 4. Final circuit.

compared with when all are duplicated

r = �0:2� 11:2 +
0:1

3 � 6
= �11:6: (8)

Hence, there exists no duplication strategy that can meet the con-
straint.

What we just showed is the following.

1) Positive Phase Clause:If all the Ai gates are duplicated, then
there does not exist a duplication strategy that can meet the re-
quired time constraint. Since we have already shown in theonly
if section that if at least one of the Ai gates is not duplicated, there
exists a duplication strategy that meets the constraint. Hence, we
can conclude that the input pin required time constraint can be
met iff at least one of the Ai gates is not duplicated.

2) Negative Phase Clause:If all the Ai gates are not duplicated,
then there does not exist a duplication strategy which meets the
constraint. Since we have already shown in theonly if section
that if at least one of the Ai gates is duplicated, there exists a du-
plication strategy that meets the required time constraint. Hence,
we can conclude that the required time constraint can be met iff
at least one of the Ai gates is duplicated.

Thus, if we have a duplication strategy that meets the required time
constraint, then for positive phase clauses, pick the variables in which
the corresponding Ai gates have not been duplicated and assign them
the truth valueTRUE. This satisfies the clause. For all the positive
phase clauses, we will be able to find such a variable so all the clauses

get satisfied. For negative phase clauses, pick the variable in which the
corresponding Ai gate has been duplicated and assign itFALSE. This
satisfies the clause. Since for all the negative phase clauses we can find
such a variable, all the clauses get satisfied. Hence, we have proved that
if there is a duplication strategy that meets the constraint, then we can
generate a solution which satisfies MONO3SAT.

This completes the proof of NP-completeness.
Any gate duplication algorithm will have to make at least two deci-

sions on which the final result will depend: 1) decide the gates to be
duplicated and 2) decide the fan-outs of the duplicated gates.

In Section IV, we prove that given a duplicated node, the problem of
partitioning the set of fan-outs between the original gate and its replica
is also NP-complete.

IV. L OCAL OPTIMIZATION BY GATE DUPLICATION

In this section, we prove the L-GD problem to be NP-complete [2].
Let us first define the L-GD problem:

1) given a noden and a set of fan-outs that it drives [seeFig. 9(a)];
2) given the required times at the input pins of all the fan-outs and

all gate delay parameters;
3) only gaten can be duplicated;
4) maximize the required time at the input of gaten using gate

duplication.
In the worst case, we will have to look at an exponential number

of choices (exponential in the number of fan-outsfn). Here, a choice
is defined as a partitioning of the fan-outs between the gaten and its
duplicaten0 [see Fig. 9(b)].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Truth assignment. (a) Variable is true. (b) Variable is false.

TABLE I
ALL POSSIBLEREQUIREDTIMES AT INPUT PINS OF GATESx AND x

In this section, we prove that the problem of partitioning a set of
fan-outs between original and replica for meeting the required time
constraint is NP-complete. The L-GD problem can be stated as follows.

Instance:Gatesn andn0, wheren0 is a replica ofn (with common
fan-ins). Initially,n0 does not drive any fan-outs. Given the fan-outs of
n and the required time at their inputs. Given the�i;n, �i;n, andi for
each input pini of n (or n0),  for each fan-out and a numberD.

Question:Does there exist a partitioning of the fan-outs betweenn
andn0 such that the required time at the input pins ofn (andn0) is at
leastD?

Theorem: L-GD is NP-complete.
Proof: Let us first observe that the problem is in NP. Given a

partitioning of fan-outs, the required times at the input pins ofn andn0

can be computed in polynomial time. Then we can check if the required
constraint is met. Thus, L-GD is in NP.

To prove the NP-completeness, we transform PARTITION [5] to an
instance of L-GD. PARTITION is defined as follows.

Instance:Finite setA, a sizes(ai) 2 Z+ for eachai 2 A, and

a 2A
s(ai) = W:

Question:Is there a subsetA0
� A such that

a 2A
s(ai) =

a 2A�A
s(ai) = W=2?

We show that the PARTITION decision is TRUE iff there exists a
partitioning of fan-outs such that the required time constraint is met.

We transform PARTITION to an instance of L-GD. Letn andn0

be the two gates [see Fig. 9(b)]. Let the number of fan-outs to be par-
titioned be the number of elements inA. All the gates in the circuit
instance have exactly one input pin. Henceforth, subscripti will be
dropped from all the circuit parameters�i;n, �i;n, andi. The re-
quired time at the input pins of all the fan-out gates is zero. Parameter
 (input pin capacitance) of theith fan-out iss(ai). Gatesn andn0

have� = 0; � = �;  = 0. The required time constraint to be met is
�W�=2. This completes the transformation. It can be seen that this is
a polynomial time transformation.

Only If: Given a partitionA0 of A such that

a 2A

s(ai) =
W

2
(9)

we pick each gateai 2 A0 and connect it ton0. All the other gates are
connected ton. Capacitive loading ofn0 is

a 2A
s(ai) = W=2. So,

the required time at the input ofn0 andn becomes��W=2. Hence,
the constraint is met.

If: Let us assume there exists a partitioning of fan-outs such that the
required time constraint is met. We prove that this implies the existence
of a partitionA0 ofA that satisfies (9). First, we show that if the required
time constraint is met, the capacitive loading atn andn0 must be=
W=2.

Since the required time constraint is met, the minimum of required
times at the input pins ofn or n0 must be at least�W�=2. Without
loss of generality, let us assume that required time at input ofn is less
than or equal ton0. The capacitive loading seen byn must be� W=2
(else the constraint will not be met). Since the required time at input
of n0 is greater than or equal ton, the capacitive loading ofn0 must be
less than or equal to that ofn. Hence

Capacitiveloadingn �
W

2
(10)

Capacitiveloadingn �Capacitiveloadingn �
W

2
: (11)

Since Capacitive loadingn + Capacitive loadingn = W ,
Capacitive loadingn = Capacitive loadingn = W=2. Hence, if
the required time constraint is met, the capacitive loading of bothn
andn0 must beW=2. Since the fan-out pin capacitances directly corre-
sponds tos(ai), we can create a partition from the fan-outs ofn orn0,
which satisfies (9). This completes the proof of NP-completeness.

The L-GD problem defined above will have to first decide if the gate
n should be duplicated. If the decision is in favor of duplication, it will
have to partition the fan-outs between gatesn andn0 (its replica). Since
L-GD is NP-complete, most likely the fan-out partitioning problem
cannot be solved optimally (in polynomial time). Hence,L-GD is also
NP-complete.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Duplicating gates to satisfy the constraint (positive phase clause). (a) One literal is true. (b) Duplicate all Xi gates that evaluate to false. (c) Circuit structure
after duplication.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Duplicating gates to satisfy the constraint (negative phase clause). (a) One literal is true. (b) Duplicate all X’i gates that evaluate to false. (c) Circuit
structure after duplication.

V. SOME OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The gate duplication problem becomes NP-complete under LDDM.
However, if we observe closely, the transformations (both for L-GD and
G-GD problems) did not have any different�, �, or, etc., parameters

for different pins of the same gate. Hence, the problems (both L-GD and
G-GD) remain NP-complete even when the delay model is simplified
to the following:

�g = �g + �gcg: (12)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Positive phase clause with all literals as false. (a) All gates duplicated. (b) No gates duplicated.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. L-GD problem. (a) Initial local topologyr = min(r ; r ; r ). (b) Local topology after duplicationr = min(r ; r ), r = r .

The�, �, etc., parameters are the same for different input pins. This
is different from the buffer insertion problem. [8] shows that the global
buffer insertion problem (GFO-NTF) is polynomially solvable if all the
net topologies are fixed and if the delay parameters do not have separate
pin to pin values.

The main contribution of this paper is the proof of NP-completeness
of the G-GD and L-GD problem. This paper assumed that a gate is
duplicated only once. If we relax this assumption, then each gate can
have more than two copies. Even with this relaxation, we believe that
the problem remains NP-complete. This is because the number of pos-
sible choices from which the optimal solution has to be picked will be
larger. A formal proof for this case is an interesting future work.
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